
THESIS KOREAN WAVE

behind the Korean wave success and compare it to Thailandâ€Ÿs this thesis as those three countries have different
languages which this different did not affect.

Communication 25 3 4. Specifically it attempts to answer the following. This refers to the students who
watched Korean dramas. K-drama is certainly not of the same quality as sinetron. Kilig factor. Commonly
adapt from Frequency Rank watching 1. First we wish to express our sincere gratitude to our guide Sir. Like
North American and Latin soap operas, Korean dramas feature love stories and romance but without the added
sexuality, often building up to an innocent kiss in place of any true blatant sexual acts. Thus TV stations
should avoid airing drama programs during these moments. The cast usually includes an "eye candy," giving
viewers more reasons to enjoy the show by employing good- looking actors whose looks alone are enough to
sustain attention. In her paper it founded that, youths are the one who are most influenced by the Korean wave
and one of those are the Filipino youths. Maybe yes, if we have a more sound strategy like Hallyu, using soft
power to make Indonesia become known to the world. Multiple choices-response Table 3. Fashion and Style
37 2 3. Some of the teens tend to sacrifice their food and time just to watch Korean dramas they like. Figure
III. Based on the students, Korean dramas relieves their stress and make them inspired and less their boredom.
Spreading Korean culture was dependent on the internet and so the government subsidized internet access
throughout the country. On the result gathered above, 1 of the respondents answered others and 2 of the
respondents answered prefer not to answer. They become influenced of how k-fashion is shown in K-drama
they watch. This has allowed for a product that can be easily accessed not only to Asian youth, but multiple
generations of people as well, who can all enjoy a love story which goes alongside wholesome family, and
more importantly traditional East Asian values. Over the years, the Korean wave has swept throughout the
Philippine media industry. In terms of: 1. Others are fund of watching because they simply love the culture.
This decision was made after the popularity of Korean music began to One of the premier consumers of
Korean Culture is the nation state of Taiwan, which has experienced an explosive movement in demand and
popularity for all things Korean. Since the study focuses on the impacts of Korean dramas among the Senior
High School students of the Marinduque Midwest College, through purposive sampling technique it will able
to help the researchers find out the major impact of Korean dramas and the factors that influence the Senior
High school students to watch specifically the students who are fund of watching Korean dramas. Conceptual
Paradigm The input of the study focuses on the Senior High school students wherein the researcher includes
the socio-demographic profile of the students which contains the age and gender. According to Laerd
Dissertation , the main goal of purposive sampling is to focus on particular characteristics of a population that
are of interest, which will best enable you to answer your research questions. In addition the researcher further
includes verbal likert scale in the questionnaires for accurate information and to determine the level of how
Korean dramas affects the students. Multiple choices-response Table 4. I was also not completed unexposed to
Korean culture prior to this. Total Weighted Mean 3. A few were able to maintain popularity for a couple of
months, but then they disappeared. The least factor was to escape from the realities of everyday life. Above
all, to our Almighty God because through Him, everything has been possible. This strengthening of Korean
culture within the international community has brought upon a newfound understanding as well as admiration
from East Asian nations. Some of the teens tend to sacrifice their food and time just to watch K- Dramas they
like. Furthermore, under this mixed method is a descriptive ex-post facto study and basic qualitative studies.
Unlike in Asia there exist no Korean Dramas slotted in on prime time on available basic cable networks within
North America. There is no significance in establishing Tour Concerts without public demand, and Tour
Concerts cannot be created in the first place. I became a novice K-pop fan. The "kilig" factor is always an
important element. Conclusions Ever since Korean drama was introduced in the Philippines, it captured the
interest of most Filipino people especially the Filipino youths of the present generation.


